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1 of 1 review helpful This rich fast paced novel should not be missed as it is a lesson of a reality too often lived By 
Customer How Fast Can You Run takes you on an emotionally compelling journey through war ravaged Sudan and 
beyond as seen through the the eyes of Michael Majok Kuch a Lost Boy of Sudan and felt in the heart of writer Harriet 
Levin Millan Her beautifully written account of the hardships and devastati A migrant novel based on the true story of 
Lost Boy of Sudan Michael Majok Kuch The best war novel told from a young boy s perspective since Jerzy Kozinski 
s The Painted Bird Nyoul Lueth Tong author of There is a Country New Writing from the New Country of South 
SudanSet across a backdrop of refugee migration that spans East Africa the US and Australia nbsp How Fast Can You 
Run s nbsp story of Lost Boy of Sudan the strength here is in Millan s ability to fully inhabit Majok s consciousness 
she has crafted a rich tale that authentically portrays and doesn t exploit Majok s refugee experience A deeply felt 
novel of grace and intelligence Kirkus Generosity an 
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